Welcome to the HKIS Preschool and Kindergarten class!
A truly internationally-minded experience for your 1.5-6 year old child! Please
click here to learn more about these programs and our 50% off enrollment
campaign!
Welcome to our Preschool and Kindergarten class!
This is truly an internationally-minded class! It’s focus is English of course, but
more importantly we use this opportunity to help introduce life and it’s
surroundings to our students. The more students gradually understand about life
and how things work around then, the more motivated and inspired they are to
learn more and try their best!
Cambridge learning:
We help motivate and inspire through incredibly fun and energetic classes, all
delivered through our recognized curriculum that includes the benchmarks of
Cambridge Learning! In fact, we hold the YLE Cambridge Tests at HKIS for our
students! A fun, wonderful experience that every student is welcome to try from 5
years old!

One theme at a time:
Each day is based on one theme at a time. This focus allows for the comprehension
of not only the alphabet, the letter sounds, the key words and sentences but also
the greater meaning over time! This method helps students develop their reading,
writing, speaking and listening skills incredibly well!
The Kindergarten class:
If joining us from the Preschool class and remaining into the Kindergarten class,
your child can build a fluency before elementary school begins! Our subjects
include science, mathematics and geometry, geography, nature, professions and
occupations - and much more! Your child will also be able to solve problems, be a
leader and understand more about the WHY behind every subject we teach!
Movement and constant challenge are what students in these two classes need and we ensure an abundance of both take place, everyday! Our 5-floor building
(including our rooftop), our nearby Activity Center, our 2 Chiba adventure
locations as well as our Canada location all help to provide the inspiration students
need to truly try their best, to truly advance with HKIS!

